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Artificial intelligence has been .defined. as 'the totality of if
attempts to make and understand machines that are able to perform
tasks that,
recently, only human beings could perform, and
to perform /them with effectiveness and speed comparable to a
human.' (Banerji, 1969).

Although the field has nany di visions and subdivisions, the Ast
important work can be classified into four areas:
(1) Game Playing;
(2) Problem Solving; (3) Pattern Recognition', and (4) Semantic
tnformatiOn Processing.
Attempts to understand. the basic.requiremen;s for the constructdon of an 'intelligent' nachine have led to exploration of/the
physical functioning of the brain. The most famous theorem in this
area` is the McCulloch-Pitts Theory of Formal Neural Networks.

An undeAtanding of thought processes is also important to the_
artificial intelligence field. gleolai Asomov, of the Institute of
Cybernetics of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR; r as propoSed a
general model of ahuman bei0 which has three types of programs:
one for himself - for self - preservation; one for stock 7:the reprodUctive instinct, and (11-e-'or species - the programs of social
behavior.
The Englilth mathematician-A.' M. Turing, a firm believer in the
possibility of creating
tificial intelligence, has summarized the
objections to that possibility in an article entitled 'Can A Machine
Think?' Among the objections we find are: (1) the theological;, (2)
the heads-in-the-sand; (3) the mathematical; (4) the argument from
consciou?ness; (5) the various disabilities argument; (6) Lady Lovelace's grgument; (7) the argument from continuity in the nervous
system; (8) the argument front informality of behavior, and (9) the
argument from extra-:sensory perception.
7-

Heuristic searchls a mathematical process used to move from an
initial state to a desired state using a repertoire of actions when
the sequence of steps is not exactly known. Donald MiChie believes
that this process offers good payoff Possibilities fdr future research
in the AI field,

-

A number of Programming languages, characterized by their ability
to d9 list processing and symbol manipulation.; have'been developed to
assist AI researchers.
The loci for the creation of these languages
have been the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Stanford Research
Institute, and the University of Edin",surgh.
Despite the raging debates in favor and against the possibility that
'thinking machines' may te constructed, we must conclude that not all
the evidence is yet in, and lean - very tentatively - towards 'the
positive side of the argument.
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INTRODUCTION

.

In 1945,1)r. Vannevar Bush wrote
an article in The Atlantic

Monthly whi

has become a classic in the,field of
information science.

In that

e, Dr. Bush foresaw a world in which man's
quest for

4 :

knowledge

1

be tailored to individual needs through the
use of

..'association trails' stoked in each person's home
library - the Memex.
.

In the same

1

reaC'hing boldly into the 'future, he
wrote:

In, the outside world, all forms of intelligence,
whether of sound or sight, have been reduced
to
the form of varying currents in an electric
circuit in order that they may be transmitted.
Inside the huinan frame exactly the
same sort of
process occurs. Must we always transform
to
mechanical movements in order to proceed from
one electrical phenomenon to another? 1

The September, 1974 issue of Cariputer Decisions

describes research

currently underway at the Stanford Research
Institute in the following
terms:
Imagine, if you can? a computer installation
with
none of the input devices you're used to.
No
card readers, tape readersr.crt terminals
or teletypewriters. Instead of all this
cumbersome and
inefficient hardware, you've got a special helmet.
You will enter data directly from your brain
into
the computer. 2
We have chosen the above examples to introduce
the subject of our

research paper - artificial intelligence
- because they are illustrative of the advance's which are possible in
the, various fields of science

* 1. .Bush, Vannevar.
1945, p. 108.

"As We May Think." The Atlantic Monthly, July
(See Appendix D.)

:4 "Direct Brain-to-Computer Interface On The Way." Computer
Decisions,
September 1974, p. 13.
(See Appendix B.)

tarc e L ; bror ce,s

2

I

within the span of three decades.

What Vannevar Bush referred.to.as

a "... suggestive thought, but it hardly warrants
prediction without

losing touch with reality and. immediateness
3
..."
in 1945 is already

being tested in a California' aboratory
in 1974.
The subjectiof our study has suffered attadks
by a number of/
respected members of the scientific community,
who have put forth
powerful arguments to demonstrate that the
very concept of artificial

.

.--/-elligence is blzar? e and underservingf serious
consideration.
.

In
the following pages tie will attempt to
present an unbiased and compre.,,

a

hensilite picture' of an evolving field.
7

3.

Bush, Vannevar, loc. cit.
11.

G
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DEFINITIONS

Alt

Donald G. Fink, in his Computers and the Human Mind,

4-Tines artificial intelligence in the f011owing manner:
(a) The ability of machines to organize inforL
nation into meaningful patterns; ability to
recognize, store, recall, and3abipulate such
patterns in playing games, solving problems,
answering questions, etq., and in Controlling
the actions of other mechanisms; Xb) the ability
of a machine to adapt to its environment, particularly to respond to patterns of stimulation not
explicitly foreseen in its design; (c) the observed performance of such machines as measured by
comparison with, or in competition a4p3nst,.human,
intelligence. 4

Ranan B. Banerji, in his Theory of Problem Solving.- An
IP--

Approach to Artificial
Intelligence, puts forth the following defini_
Lion:

The field commonly. called artificial intelligence
may, perhaps, be described as the totality of
ahtemptS to make'and understand machines that are
able to perform tasks that, until, recently, only
1171;gn beings could perform and to perform them

with effectimpess and speed comcarable to a uman.
(Italics his)

5

Philip C. Jackson, Jr., in his Introduction to Artificial Intelligende, defines it in these terms:.

PArtificial intelligence is the ability of maChines.t:
to do things that people would say require intelligence.

6

p!

.

1

4.

Fink', Donald G.

5.

Banerji, Ranan B.

6.

Jackson, Jr., Philip C.
p. 1.

Computers and the

a

14

Mind,-ti. 25.

Theory of Problem Solving, p. 1.

Introduction to Artificial Intelligence,
3

4
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4

Hubert L. Dreyfus

has written that, although the field has

many divisionS and subdisions, the most important work can be
classified into four areas:
1

,

/s

.

1.

Game praying

2.

Problem solving'.

3.

Pattern recognition

4.

Semantic information processing

The first series of efforts attempt to 'teach' machines to play

.44

such games as checkers, chess, poker, etc. with a level of proficiency

approaching that of an interested adult.

The second set ot efforts

include training in the solution of mathematical, iogl.Cal, and other
types of problems.

The third group,'4:.enerally using supporting tele-

vision equipment, seeks to create the ability to discriminate among

similarvisual or auditory patterns.

Finally, in-the fourth category

we find efforts at machine itt,P-nslation of foreign languages, as well

as programs that answer a variety of questions on very clearly-delimi,

,

ted fields.

Professor Frank George, of the Department of Cybernetics at
Brunel University; has defined the basic problem of artificial
intelligence in these terms:

The basic problem of artificial intelligence
is as to whether or.not machines (i.e. arti-

7.

,

Dreyfus, Hulert IL.

)

What Comouters Can't Do, p. xxxiii.-

1.

5

ficially conStrutted sytems such as digital
computers) can be made to "think." The pro-.
b/em is partly a semantic one, since the word
"machine" and the word, "think" both present
definitional ,prOb/ms, and we could clearly
define both terms in such away that machines
could obviously think or could obviously not
think as the. case may be. 8
..

The next section of our paper will present a brief
analysis of
the work which has been done in seeking to link the ,brain,
thought
processes, and artificial intel7igepcg.

8.

George, Frank. "What Is Artificial Intelligence?"
Processing, September-October 1972, p. 328.

Data

THE BRAIN AND THMIKING

..vor
In his very penetrating article "The Brain considered As

.

a Thinking Machine," Dr. William Feindel wrote:
the Elliman brain h'as certain critical ad'SO

vantages over these electronic devices. It
is far more compact. An electronic brain
having as many as twelve thouSand million
thinking units would take up an enormous
volume. -Even if miniaturized, at the very
best an electronic brain would'be comparable
in size to a very large government grain
elevator. The human brain uses a' very small
amount of electrical energy, something between ten and twenty-five watts. Furthermore,
it is portable and comes with a lifetime
guarantee! '9

I.

Concern with the bratn and thinking gOes back to-antiquity, but
it is only in recent .times that scientists have begun to attempt to

develop a theory which might e applicable to computers.

The most

famous theorem in this area is'called the McCUiloch-Pitts Theory of4

Formal Neural Networks,eand is explained bi John von Neumann in his
7
"The General and Logical Theory of Automata" in, the following terms:
The functioning of a formal neural network
maybe defined by singling out so` of the
inputs of the entire system and some of its
outputs, and then describing what original
stimuli on the former are to cause what
timate stimuli on the ptter... Any functioning which'can be defined at all logically,
strictly, and unambiguoimly in a finite number
of words can also be realized
such a formal
neural network. 10
alb

9.

10.

Feindel, William. "The Brain Considered As/a Thinking Machine."
in Memory, Learning, and Language, p. 22.
von Neumann, John. "The General and Logical Theory of Automata."
in The World of Mathematics, pp. 2089-2090.

7

1U

Mortimer Taube
4

11

quotes Warren Weaver's explanation of ,the

theorem by stating that it is theoretically
possible to construct a

robot which could deduce any legitimate
conclusion from a finite set
of premises, provided thatthe construction
included a set cf,tegenerative loops.

12
Arbib,
who has been strongly influenced b the ideas
of Warren
McCUlloch, analyzes the problem from two
distinct'angles: what he has
termed the artificial
intelligence approach, and what he calls the
brain theory approach.

He distinguishes between the two approaches

by stating that the fdrmer is based an carrying
out operations on data
,

which it s passively stored, while the latter
emp

activity of a multitude of operations.
referred to as "... distributed

e parallel

This second approach is

action-oriented computation in layered

somatotopically organiledmachines." 13
Nicolai M.,Asomov, of the Institute of Cybernetics
of the
Academy-of Sciences of the USSR, is the author
of an'article entitled
"Simulation of Thinking Processes," which appeared in'the
book
Purposive Systems.

14

Asomov believes that simulation or modeling of

thinking is necessary for studying human
cognition, for creating
artificial intelligence, and for developing models
of human interaction.
4

11.
'12.

13.

Taube, Mortimer Computers and Cannon Sense, p. 19
Arbib, Michael A. The Metaphorical Brain.
Interscience, 1972.
X:--/

New York, Wiley-

Arbib, op. Cit., p. 5.

14.' Asomov, Nicolai M. "Simulation of Thinking
Processes." In
Purposive Systems.
New York, Spartan Books, 1968.

1

41.

8

\.

-we,

He' proposes a general model of
a human being which can be represented

by an automaton having three
types of programs; one for himself
for self-preservation; one for stock
- the'reproductive instinct, and

one forspedies - the programs of social
behavior.
state that six

programs determine human behavior.
P

He goes on to
They are:

.

1.

Program of bOdily feeling - long
perception and
-processing of information from the
body.
-'

2.

Perception of outer influence and
of models of meaning and qualities recognition
of the surrounding world.

3.

Program of action - imparting of energy and
infor-

oration to the surrounding world.
4.

Program of speech.

5.

Program of consciousness.

6.

Program of creativity and work.

15

Clearly, if an automaton could be
constructed and programmed with
the above list of attributes,
we could categorically
state that we have
achieved 'artificial intelligence.'
Unfortunately, we are far from
having arrlvednat that point.
In his principle

of complication in reproduction,. von
Neumann

felt that below a certain point, if
would only be able

automata'could reproduce, they

make less complicated machines than
themselves.

Above that point, and atleaSt

conceptually, it would be possible for

automata to treate higher entitles. 16

15.

Asomov
/

16.

von Neumann, ok.

2

op. cit.,) p.41.
p. 2098.
S

12

9

Herbert Anschutz, in an article entitled "Prospects for ,the
Development of the Psychocybernetics of Intelligent Behavior," also

found in Purposive Systems, writes that'cybetmeticisti make use of
three basic disciplines:'information theory, the theory of control,
and automaton theory, and that knowledge'about structure can be

.

t

largely replaced by knowledge abut function, "... *put
the behavior
r

..

of the blade box over an abstract set of States." 17
0,

Be further states, "... webave found that. every data

oceising,

system, including the human bcain, is subject to a generalized
.

.

combination of'information theory and the theo-of automata." 18

, ,;./4
.

'We have discerned two principal pidblems corrinectedwith the

area of the brain and thought processes.

;

First, despite intensive

research, little is known of the way in which the brain functions ih
physical terms.

Secondr.although it is possible to postulate a

series of requirements for the creation of artificial intelligence,
the bridge between concept and construction has not been establishedi.,
t

:except for some minimal examples which we will examine below:

'In our

next

section we will consider a series of ar

presented by.A.M.'Turing in negatiVe response to the qUestion "Can

Machines Think?"

01/1*.+
17.

Anschutz, Herbert, in Puroosive Systems, p. 1136

18.

Anschutz, 22.

p. 117.

13

1

CAN MACHINES THINK ?

A. M. Turing, the.British mathematician ,and logician, must

be credited with twp significant contributions to our field, both of
19

which are found in his article "Can A eachine Think?"

The first contribution, which has come to be known as 'Turing's
The author suggests that one way in which

test,' is a'positive one.

artificial intelligence could be tested ,world' be through what he calls
'The Imitation Game.'

three individuals:

The object pf the game, which is played by

a than (a); a woman (b), and an interrogator (c)

who maybe of either sex, is to enable the Interrogator to determine
the sex of either of the other two players.

The rules of the game

call for (a) to try to get (c) to make a wrong identification, and
for (b) to try to get (c) to make a right identification.
free to lie, but (b) must always tell the truth.
physically separated, So (c),cannot

.An

(a) is

The players ate

any insights'into the sex

of the players except through their printed rftponses.

Turing

suggests that if a machine could be designed and programmedtto success-fully play the role-Of (a), it could be credited with, possessing what
he defines as artificial intelligence.
Turing's second contribution, although couched in,negative terms,
is also a positive one.

As a believer in artificial intelligence,

Turing sought to marshall the,arguments which had been put forth
.

,

against the possibility of such an occurrence.

We have chosen to

summarize these arguMents.

.19.

"Can a Machine' Think?" in The World of Mathematics:
11,
Turing,
pp. 2099-2123.

11

The theological objection.
is a function of man'ssimmortal

This argument states that thinking
soul, given to him by God.

Therefore,

no animal or inanimate object can think.
.

;

The 'heads in the sand' objection.
.

.,

.

Inasmuch as the consequences

of machines thinking are too dreadful, let
us not consider the.possi-1'.
bility and fervently hope that they
never will.
THe mathematical objection.

There are a number of results, of

a
mathematical logic which can be used to showthatthere
are limita-

tions to the powers of discrete-statemachines.Ohe
these objections is known as GOedel's theorem,

best known of

20

and it shows that

in any sufficiently, powerful logital system
staipments can be formu_

le.-d which can neither be proVed not disproved
within the system,

unlss it can be shown that. the systeM itself is
inconsistent.
The argument from consciousness.

This argument states that a'

machine cannot be said to think until it composes
a sonnet or writes
a piece of music and is conscious of the fact that it has
done so.
The argUment from various disabilities.

The form of this argu-

ment allows for machines to perform a number of
'thinking' tasks, but'
'1
suggests that there is one =more tasks that a machine
could not

possibly perform.

,

Lady Loyelace's argument.

The most detailed information available

about Babbage's AnalyticalEngine comes from
a memoir written by Lady
Lovelace:

20.
.

In this memoir, a classiC in the field, Lady LovelaCe
states

Nagell'Erfiest and Newman, James, R. "Goedel's Proof."
World of Mathematics, pp. 1668-1695.

in The

o

p

12
.

that the machine can do whatever we know how to order it to perform,
no more, no less.

The argument from continuity in the nervous system.
.

This

'

argument states that the nervous system is a continuous -, rather than

a discrete-state machine. ,Therefore, no machine could hope to repro-duce the workings of the nervous system.
The argument from informality of behavior.
to predict each and everyone of man's activities.

It is not possible
Therefore, it is

inconceivable to-create.a machine which could faithfully reproduce
man's behavior.
The argument from extra-sensory perception.

Since we must acknow-

ledge the existence of such unexplained phenomena as telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, and psycho-kinesist we cannot- possibly, expect

machines to account for these things..

Clearly, the arguments presented by Turing constitute a powerful
array of logic against the possibility of artificial intelligence.
The reader is urged to ppek out the reference article to see how
the author demolishes,pach.and every one of the arguments described
above.

1-0

..}LEURITAO EARCH

Donald Michie is a member of the faculty of the Department
ce Machine Intelligence and Perception at the Un4versity of Edinburgh,..-.

one of the three leading places in the field of artificial intelligence.
At a meeting of the Mathematical Society of the University in 1970,

Michie explained the development of a new technology, such as artifi-

-

rtal intelligence, in terms of three evolutionary stages, each of
_

wilich overlaps or merges with the others over time.

The first stageff technological development is the phase of ad
hoc innovation, exemAlfied by the Wright brothers in the field of

aeronautics or Watt in the development of stea4power. The second
phase is the phase of formalization, that phase at which a new science
,7

is born, thermodynLMics in. the wake of the steam engineers, or aero-

dynamics in the wake of the fliers, or information and switching
theories in the wake of Marconi and Bell.
stabilization and, systematic development,,

The final phase is one of

when the researchers have
21

moved on to newer fields and the practitioners have arrived.
Mollie believed that machine intelligence, as a whole was in
headlong transit between phase one and phase two..

In the same article, Michie describes a class of problems which
are' defined in the following terms:

21.

Given:

an initial state
a definition of a desired state
a repectoir of actions,

Find:

a sequence of actions which will transform the
initial state into a desired state

a.

Michie, Donald.. "Heuristic,Search." The Computer Journal,
Februarftl971, pp. 96-102.0,
St

/-

3:4

Michie believes that in the f4ure, heuristic search studies, at

least within theonte* Ff artificial intelligence,
are likely to
,pay increased attentio4tp devising automatic methods of imposing
.

classifications on problem spaces.

The object of thieactivity would

be to subdivide the spaces into regions, and to have
a different
operator-selection regime be associated with each region..- 22 _:._
A,

0-

0

A

22.

Ibid.

18

.

PROGRA.MMING LANGUAGES IN AI RESEARCH

.

For more than a decade, the list processing
and symbol-maniRulation languages -- such
as COMIT,
(Bobrow' and
Raphael 1964)
have been the media for
almost all AI achieveMents.- Although the
effectiveness.of.research with these languages has improved dramatically due primarily
to greatly expanded memory sizes and new
--interactive debugging facilities, the langua-ges themselves have remaink remarkably.
.--

The article from which the above quote was extractedprovides
.

a very useful summary of some of the computer languages which
have

been utilized in AI research.

We have reproduced capsule- descriptions

.

of these lang4ages for the sake of increasing reader
awareness in a
.

not-very-coMmon field.

.

ASSET is a programming language based on setrwhich
was developed
3":=-1

at the University of Aberdeen, during 1971.

.

ECL is an extensible ;anguage system developed at Harvard in

1972 for use with automatic programming.

It offers a combination of

agreeable language sources, an interpreter for list ``structure
program
representation and various levels of compiler.
1

LISP-70 was developed in 1973, and is based on the LISP system.

:-

Although the full system is not yet available, a prototype called

IpSP2 has been used in pattern matching and automatic rule
maintenance.
PLANNER and MICRO-PLANNER, a subset, were written in LISP in 1972,
at the MIT AI laboratory.

MICRO!PLANNER runs only on theePDP-10

NIT, but transfer to other LTSP systems for experimental use is being
accomplished.
2

23.

Bobrow, Daniel and Raphael, Bertram. "New Programming Languages
for Artificial Intelligence Research." Computing Surveys,
September 1974, pp. 153-174.

.16
POPLER 1.5 is a programmatic language implemented
as an extension

of POP-2, a system developed it
at the University of Edinburgh for

.

research in artificial intelligence..

WCP/INTERLISP are languages which were developed
directly from

pA. They eliminate the slow utility functions and.lack,ofdebugging
-'

tools of that language. (ILTsP was piggy
- backed unto.INTERLISP, and

both were developed at the Stanford Research
Institute.
SA11.

Project.

is a language project of the Stanford Research
Institute AI
It is considered to be one of the most stable, debugged,
and

, heavily usedof the languages in the article.

It runs on a PDP -l0

under the DEC 10-50 monitor.
SMALLTALK is a language developed in
1973 which uses the notion

of classes as an interrogative nechanicm.

The language enables4a

user to obtain an answer from an instance of a class without knowing
whether the data is stored or
procedurally,developed.
'-

The languages described in the article are characterized
by their
a

ability to do list processing and/or symbol manipulation,
and have
been developed to aid AI researchers in their efforts
to enable
computers to perform more and more complex tasks.

SOME EXAMPLES OF AI

This section refers the reader to a number of written
4

desCriptions of experiments in which computers were made to play
.games, solve problems, translate sentences, or recognize patterns.
,-

However, it must be understood that the.written word, is a poor subs-

-

-

-

titute for the excitement which pervades
a computer installation when

a proVam designed to accomplish One or

another lof

.
the above tasks is

being tested for the first tile, or when it finally accomgishts the
task it was designed to carry out.
A general type of problem which AI researchers have attempted
to
solve is the situation-space problem.

Briefly described, a problem of

this type "... consists of an initial situation, a set of possible
situations, and a set of possible actions, together with a specifica-

`

.

^

tin of how the various situations can be produced from each other by

1

different actions, and the specification of a final, desired situation,
24

or goal.

One of the best programs for solving situation-space problems is
the General Problem Solver (CPS) program of Newell, Shaw, Simon, and
Ernst.

The program uses descriptions of objects and operators -

situations and actions - and using a means-ends analysis technique
(a name given by the authors) proceeds as follows;
1. Evaluate the difference between the current
situation and the goal.
2. Find an operator that typically lowers the
type of difference found in step 1.

24. Jackson, op. cit., p. 72.

.

J

18

3. Check to see ifthe operator
found in step 2
can be applied to the current situation;
if
it can, then apply it, else
determine a
situation required for the application
of
that operator, and establish it as a new
(sub) goal; they go to step 1. 25
The program has been applied to
many different simple problems,
such as the Missionary-Cannibals
Problem, the Three-Coins Problem,
and the%Tower of Hanoi Problem.
However, when the program was given
the Seven Bridges of Konigsberg
Problem, shown to.be unsolvable by
.

Biller in 1736, it tried
again and again until it gave
up.
.

_

Another computer program which has achieved
a modicum. of fame is
the checker- playing program written by
Dr. A. L. Samuels, of the
.

-

.

International Business Machines Corporation.
sSamuels taught the

_

computer how to play checkers and to
continually improve its game
until "... In August 1962, the computer
took on Mr. Robert W. Neely, :
'a former Connecticut
checkers champion, and one of the
nation's
foremost players,' and Mr. Mealy lost." 26

Other games for which programs haire been written,
with varying
degrees of success, are Chess, Nim,
Go, Tic-Tac-Toe, and Bridg-It.
Many of these games are available aOmmercially,
and it is worthwhile
for the interested reader who wants to
explore the program implications to acquire a manual version and to
seek to plot the prtbabilis-,
tic alternatives of the various
moves.
,

Nilsson suggests that problem solving has
two basic elements:

25.

Jackson, cEl. cit., p. 76.

26.

Cote, Jr., Alfred

A

The Search for the Robots, p. 199.

2
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representation and search.

The first.element deals with the way in

which a problem is formulated, and Nilsson
states
The problem of representation is
common to
any problem-solving approach, but unfortunately research in artificial intelligence
-has not yet produced any general automatic -_
-method for skillfully formulating problems.
.27
.

*_The second element - search - deals with the steps
used in.:

arriving at the solution of a given problem.

-

The possibility that a machine might be able
to perceive its
,
,

surroundings-has interested Al researchers for
some time. -One of the

considerations in constructing a robot capable
of surviving in the
real world4iS that it must have the
capability to analyze its environment and to take the necessary steps to avoid
mishaps.- The
field of pattern perception
encompasses visual patterns, sound patterns,
symbol patterns, and even reasoning patterns.

However, not all:of

these segments have been explored.
Among the exercises which computers}

isually with a television

camera hook-up, have beln able to perform, 'we find
one in which the
computer is shown a series of aerial photographs
of bridges running

-over rivers and bridges running over roads, and
each type is identified for the computer.

Upon recall, the computer has scored better

than 80% in properly identifying the subtle
differences.
One of the classical'efforts in the area of perception
was under)

taken by Frank Rosenblatt, of the Cornell University
Aeronautical

27.

Nilsson, Nils J. Problem-Solving Methods in
Artificial
Intelligence, p. 8.

K
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Laboratory, was a machine called the
Perceptron.

The first Perceptron was designed with the ability
to recognize the letters of the
alphabet. The commercial
application of the idea in:the form
of
L
,
OCR (optical character recognition)
will not escape the reader.
Semantic information processing is probably
the area of
cial intelligence in which most
experimentation has been carried out.
,.
MI his book Semantic
Information Processing, Marvin Minsky
provides
detailed analyses of a number of
programs which have been successfully
developed in the field.

The first program discussed in
Minky's work is Bertram Raphaells.
octoral thesis. It describes the
development of a prograM named
SIR.

emantic Information Retrieval, in which
"... an attempt (was
made) to build a memory structure
that converts the information it
receives into a systematic, efficient
representation
The system
...works by understanding
the statements when they are
made, consolidating this understanding by adding
to or modifying the network." 28
.

Daniel G. Bobrow is the author of
a program called STUDENT,
which "... acc pts as input
a comfortable but restricted subset
of
English which an be used to
express a wide variety of algebra story
problems." 29

."

Space limi ations preclude a more
extensive analyses of the

myriad of p6gr

which have been written in support
of AI efforts.

23.

Minsky, M=

29.

Minsky, 2E. cit, p. 135.

in, ed.

Semantic Information Processing, p. 4.
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CONCLUSIONS
NC'

In his evaluation of computer applications in the field of
artificial intelligence, Donald G. Fink writes
-

We find that alm?st all the-computer applications
fail to qUalify as "intelligent" under (a) or (b).
of the d inition (see p... 3) - useful, yes,
beyond
fondest dreams of Eckert and Mauchly.
,Comput
save time and tedium almdSt beyond
compreh
ion, but intelligent, in the sense of
being
le to answer'questions not explicitly
foresee ? Not proved for the great majority of -them. 30
-

Stanley Jakil in his very penetrating analysis of the relation.,_

f

.

.

.

ship between B
.

.

77

....° _ :1-'.
,

Mind and Computers, states

.

,

,

'The stage has been reached where the question
U
Machines think?" is viewed as a projective test of personality. Those answering "yes"
described as "self-confident humanists..."
ose who refuse to admit the possibility of.
ng machines are called "doubters, pessits... 31
'

.----

.

-

,

Htbett L. Dreyfus, the most outspoken of the critics ofartificial intelligente says
my general th6sis will be that the field of
artificial intelligence exhibits a recurring
pattern: early, dramatic success followed by
sudden unexpected difficulties.
32
then, there was HAL, the computer in 2001: 1.0A Space Odyssey ...

30.

Fink, a.. cit., pp. 225-226.

31.

Jaki, Stanley L. 'Brain, Mind and Computers, pp. 255-256.

32.

Dreyfus, op. cit., p. xxxiii.
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'On a more positive vein, Jackson writel,
... it may be possible for artificial intelligence to greatly reduce the amount of human
labor necessary to, operate the economy of the
'world
Computers and AI research may play
an important part in helping to overcome the
food, population, housing, and other crises
-that currently grip the earth ... 33

The following lines from Locks/ey Hall, by Alfred, Lord

Tennyson, are representative of this author's feelings towards his
Subject:
.

For I dipt into the.fUture, far as human 'eye could see
Saw the Vision of the World, and all the wonder that
would be.

1

33. Jackson, 22. cit., p. 398.
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